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1. INTRODUCTION

This document presents summarizes the design and prototype of the Shop floor Modeling, Analysis, and

Reporting Tool (S.M.A.R.T.) A detailed description of it is found on the full documentation given to the NASA liaison.
This documentation is also found on the A.RJ.S.E. Center web site, under a protected directory. Only authorized

users can gain access to this site.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE SFC/DC DATABASE

SFC is one of four clusters that make up the Integrated Work Control System (]WCS), The latter will integrate
Ihe shuttle processing databases at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). There are approximateiy 20 distinct databases
within IWCS forming the four clusters of information. These clusters are ARMS, WPSS, CASPR, and SFC. SFC is
the primary source of information for this effort. The SFC module has been operational since 1992.

SFC revolves around a DB/2 database with PFORMS acting as the database management system (DBMS).
Tables in the SFC database can be one of three kinds: pre.</efined, statistical, ancl support. Pre-clefined tables are

those defined by the developers of PFORMS, KSC systems analysts make copies of these tables and rename the
fields as needled to meet specific requiremenLs, Statistical tables are those that have been defined by KSC systems
analysts to support the analysis effort, Support tables are those defined by KSC systems analysts to help maintain
the integrity of the data.

Tables in the SFC database are populated either from the lOS database or directly by the user. The main
dynamic entity in the SFC and lOS database is a task (WAD): thus, the physical storage Iocalion and up<late
privileges are driven by the status of the WAD. A WAD can be UlXlated only through the software system governing
it; for example, if a WAD is in an "IW" status, all admissible changes to it are clone through the SFC interface. These
changes are transferred to lOS via a batch process wrilten in COBOL and REXX/SQL. This protocol is executed in
batch mode, and it enables almost real time updates to both clatabases. LI falls short of real time because the

protocol is executed either once a clay (from lOS to SFC) or twice a day (from SFC to lOS). lOS is not a DB/2
database. Consequently, when uansferring data to (and from) SFC, it is necessary to extract the data to a format
neutral to bo_ databases (ASCII or binary) and then/dec/the data into the database unique format. This conversion

is done automatically by a series of COBOL and REXX/SQL procedures. The data exchange process ten also be
executed "on-demand'.

The majority of changes to a WAD are done by the technicians as they execute them. Consequently, the SFC
interface is utilized more frequently, and the SFC database records are updated in true real time. The tasks found in
lOS are transferred to SFC with an 11-day window. Once this is done, they are available for the technicians to work
on (table orderopn). Upon assignment to a task, the technician logs in and records pertinent information on the

WAD s/he is about to work on (table ectvempl). As the work progresses, the WAD may experience delays, so the
Áechn;_an keeps interacting with the SFC until the task (WAD) is completed. Delays are entered by the technician
using pre-established delay code taxonomy. This taxonomy has been given to the technicians in the form of a bar-
coded list. Once a week, a SQL procedure is run to filter information out of the actvempl table and put it into the
tsfO1_delay and the tsfO2_ta_..worked tables. These last two tables are used to load and run EXCEL based

procedures needed for counts reports. After the EXCEL procedures are clone, records are added to the
tsfO3..perf_staCus for future usage,

3. S.M.A.R.T. DESIGN

3.1 GENERAL PHILOSOPHY

The Shop floor Modeling, Analysis, and Reporting Tool (S.MA.R.T.) is a framework designed around a
¢_alaba_e that would contain statistical information regarding work time, delay duration, and other historical
summaries for inferential analysis. This framework has been devised under the premises that it

I ) has to be easy to use and flexible, so as to allOw growth of NASA's moOeling activ_ies,

2) must be pseudo intelligent, so as to provide guidance to the end user, and

3) must be an open system, so as to avoid re-inventing the wheel.

Figure 3-1 provides a representation of S.M.A.R.T. It is rooted on a relational database, upon which a senes o1
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commercial and customized software tools act. The various commercial tools are integrated through a customized
user interface written in Visual Basic. Some capabilities of S.M.A.R.T. are expected to be fully implemented (coded)

using Visual Basic, while others will be implemented by combining a specific commercial tool (e.g. STATMOST) and

Visual Basic.

There are five major elements In the framework:

a) the users S.M.A.R.T. irrtends toserve,

b) the databases ituses,

c) the processes through which SFC and S.M.A.R.T. interect,

d) the user interface, and

e) the tools used in developing S.M.A.R.T.

In the following paragraphs, these various elements are discussed from a design philosophy point of view. The
technical descriptions of each one of them are given in other sections of this document.

Figure 3-1: The SMART Framework

3.2 THE USERS OF S.M.A.R.T.

The various capabilities of S.M.A.R,T, have been devised to accommodate various data modeling needs of
three types of users: 1) the designer user, 2) the statistical user, and 3) the modeling user.

1° Oesioner User. S/he interacts with S.M.A.R.T. through the various commercial tools integrated under it to:

(a) ModMy the historical and s.uRport database of S.M.A.R. T.: As new analysis mquirernents are defined, new
relational tables may be nee(led. Although the relational model allows for easy expansion of the database,
only the designer usershouid be allowed to add tables to it. Otherwise, chaos will show up. This user must
be someone who unde_tands the structure and relationships of the entire database, so that data

duplication does not occur and critical tables are not deleted.

(b) Develop new "canned" reoorts: After the three-year grant period, the need for a new type of reports will
anse. The designer user will be called upon to design and develop the necessary forms and proceOures
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(usingthereporttoolofACCESS or Visual Basic) to generate these new reports,

(c) Develop new da,ta entrv forms: In the future, the support database of S.M,A.R.T. and the support
knowledge bases will need to be updated as new knowledge and needs erie. For instance, at the
moment, a support table has only a subset of the fields of SFC ACTVEMPL table. This means that only
data pertaining to those fields may be effectively handled by S,M,A.R.T, Such a decision has been made
based on the current analysis and modeling requirements. However, these requirements may change

forcing the inclusion/exclusion o! new or existing SFC fields.

(d) Add pew vsers of S.M.A.R 7".: Because S,M.A.R.T, will maintain a historic database from which inferential
patterns will be drawn, this user must keep a certain level of control on who interacts with the system. The
level of access and privileges provided is UlOto the discretion of This main liaison user.

2. Srabstical,,.U_er. This user may be a "student" of S.M.A.R.T., or it may be a user who needs to generate a
descriptive an_or inferential summary by using one of the capabilities already automated within the framework,
S.M.A.R.T. requires the interaction with this user at strategic points in time (e.g. end of a flow) to populate its
historical statistical database.

3. Mc_etino User. S/he will be an engineer who uses existing S.M.A.R.T. canned procedures in conjunction with
customized ones to support a new modeling activity. An example would be the use of S.M.A.R.T. procedures to

feed probabilistic inputs to a queueing medal, SCRAM, or SIMAN models.

3,3 THE S.M.A,R,T, DATABASES

The framework is sealing on two main relational databases: a support database end a historical database.
Each of these databases contains tables to store data for diverse capabilities. For instance, there is a table called

descripclve that is used to store descriptive statistics of a flow segment (flow cluster). Later, these summaries
would be retrieved to conduct inferential analysis such as regressions, correlation, and hypotheses testing. Results
from these analyses would also be stored in the historical database. Another example of the functionalibj of the
databases is the table invcodes which stores data regarding delay codes that are no longer in use. As time passes,

the delay codes structure changes, Some codes are added, while some codes are deleted. S,M.A.R.T. needs to
"know" when a code is no longer in use, so that it can handle downloaded data properly.

3.4 SFC/DC - S.M.A.R.T. INTERACTION

S.M.A.R.T. takes its inputs from SFCIDC in an indirect fashion. Data from SFC/DC must be downloaded and
transferred to a PC text file. The downloaded file contains a series of printer codes that must be removed before
S.M.A.R,T. can process the aciual data. In addition, it is necessaP 3' to check each individuaJ record for completene_
and usefulness. These two record operations are accompllshed through a Visual Basic routine. The cleaned files
are kept in ASCII format. A set of Visual Basic routines interact with both the cleaned data files an0 commercial
tools to summarize and manipulate the data To find patterns and relevant statistical models of it. These activities are
the ones that will populate the historical database of S,M,A.R.T.; therefore, it is impodant to download SFC data in a
meaningful fashion. A later Section of this document describes the way in which SFC data would be clustered for

effective and meaningful analysis.

3.5 TOOLS TO DEVELOP S.M.A.R.T.

We have decided not to re-invent the wheel; thus, we are using a variety of commerc_l tools. Whenever these
commercial tools fall short for our needs, we use Visual Basic to complement it or to take over. These tools include
Visual Basic, ToolBook, ACCESS, SOL, STATMOST, Statistica, Ecdipse, M4, and ForecasterPro.

4. SFC/DC DATA CLUSTERING PHILOSOPHY

SFC/DC contains delay and work data collected at various locations at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and
Edwards Air Force Base. Thus, each record is labeled as either a work record or a delay record. In addition, each
record contains fields to identify the physical location where the record was entered as well as the number of the
flow. F_o, " the Iouqoo,_e_, of ..._.k4.,A..R.T., wo r=oQ_l tho¢o CI_Z_ tO bo clu='teeed 1_ ._ mID,.._.n;rtgful way frx>rn the n'_odol;ng

and analysis point of view. Each cluster will be downloaded as a set, and it will be reduced to summaries, so as to
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populate parts of the historic database. The hierarchy in Figure 4-1 is used to organize the way SQL/QMF queries
are constnJcted (Table 4-1), and to name the various ASCII files that S.M.A.R.T. needs to generate as various record
prooeeses are done.

Three levels of clustering have been identilied:

• Flow LqveP. (1_ level) Most general grouping of SFC data is on a per flow basis, e.g. STS-62, STS-
51. A flow is broken down inlo several non-serlal stages (Figure 4-2).

• Staoe Level:. (2 "¢ level) Inlermediate grouping is done per stage, e.g. OP, VAB, PAD. SFC data will not
be clustered per department (DEPCH) because our main goal is to enable mechanisms to improve the
processes, not to point out the "guilty"party.

• Record Type Leveh.(3rd level) Most specific grouping is done on a per type of record basis, within each
location for each flow, e.g. delay record, work record. There are other types of records in the SFC
database; however, they are beyond the scope of this effort.

Level 3 in the hierarchy is the level at which the SFC/DC data must be extracted for usage in S.MA.R.T. This
enables analysis in various ways for each type of record (Work (actlrnid = '31') and Delay (acttrnid = '37')}, Including
on a per flow basis, on a per flow stage (flow segment) basis, on a per code basis, and on a per wad/wad type basis

Figure 4-1: SFC/DC Data Clustering Hierarchy

I =_,_p....=.,. !' _,'I'F_'--I

_* I,'I,$

Co_Io C_'I, OPI, OIPI

vA$

¢.-,-Lcc

Table 4-1: Codes for the various dusters

We have developed a nomenclature that encapsulates the actual origin of the data. The nomenclature Is limited
in the number of characters by the restrictions imposed by the DOS operating system. In general, the nomenclature
distinguishes each file as a work file (W) or as a delay file (D). It states the STS number to which the file belong.s, it
tells the cluster the file is coming from. and it tells which subset of the original data the file represents. From each
data set. we can form subsets as needed. For example, it may be desirable to examine only the delays e_perienced
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by OMI wads. In those cases, OMI records can be physically stored in a different ASCII file. Other subsets may be
created afterwards by using the appropriate option in S.M.A.R.T. Figure 4-3 gives the nomenclature and Table 4-2

gives a list of the various types of wads.

Figure 4-2: Stages in a Flow

V4/ $_ e_d '.

i

'' I

Delay records:

w/_rc

Figure 4-3:

D nnn._ij, ext Work records:

nnn = { 030, _,,051,..,0"/2,...,101,...999}

{ol):1.2,3 va_L$, pd:A_B, hm:F)

v'_ = VA8 - _¢_Ttt_ot_

= V,-kB - Stacking

j = { =,-, = )
,_t = f d=. scr. tsb. tmo)

File Naming Nomenclature

x_:( op.va.pd, bin. mx }

opl = OPFI opt = OFF2

op3 = OPF_ _ =H_

m_D= Te.n_orary file

tsh = Rejected record
i

d= = Cl¢,tncdilk:

scr= SCRAM ret=_edflit

Table 4-2: Wad types

5. RLES LOCATION HIERARCHY

The file hierarchy of S.M.A.R.T. is given in Figure 5-1. The smart sub-directory ks cinsered the root direcXory. It
contains the executable and supporting files that make up S.M.A.R.T. All other sub-directories are hanging from
smart.

The clesndat sub-directory contains the files cleaned during the cleaning process. If the files in this sub-
ditectory _ro delete(I, the)_ ¢_ul be re_or)orGto(:l from tho ori_;rt_ do_nlosde<l _1@.@. The O_Otsrs_rtsl :)_b d;ro<:tory h:_n

been created to place cleaned files that are cleaned by S.M.A.R.T. but that will not De statistically processed by it.
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The stats sub-directory contains files specially created for statistical analyses, a "cleaned' file may be the source of
many "statistical" files. Files in this sub-directory will be customized to meet the format requirements of the statistical
tool to use. The scram sub directory contains the files to feed SCRAM, and other SCRAM related flips such as the

files with discrepancies.

The sfcdac¢ sub-directory contains the original files downloaded from the mainframe. This sub-directory may
be empty if the end user cl'looses not to lransfgr the files from the floppy diskette to the hard dLsk. It is
recommended that the files be transferred to the hard disk to speed up execution of the cleaning routine.

The templates sub-directory contains Excel 5.0 templates needed to support analysis and modeling activities.
These templates will exists to avoid re-inventing the wheel in as much as possible. The tutor sulo-dlrectory contains

supporting files for the ToolBcok statistical tutor. Under it, there is a user directory to store tutoring-related user
files, such as those files needed to track the progress of the student.

The database sub-directory contains supporting files for the ACCESS database. Under it, there are the
historic and the support directories. The historic contains the historic database S.M.A.R.T. builds up as files are
processed, whereas the support contains files that can be updated by the user, but are critical for S.M.A.R.T. If the

files in support are deleted, S.M.A.R.T. will not work properly.

Sometimes, while doing an operation with files, S.M.A.R.T. needs to create intermediate files. These files are
stored in the tamp sub directory. All intermediate files are automatically deleted when no longer needed. However,

if you see files in the sub-directory (when S.M.A.R.T. is NOT running) you may delete them. The doc sub directory
contains all the documentation of S.M.A.R.T., including this document. Changes in hardware and software
technology causes that some[lines the tools chosen for the development of applications like S.M.A.R.T. do not
interact quite smoothly. Vendors of hardware and software, in most instances, provide the means to overcome such
incompatibilities in the form of software that must accompany the application as extras. S.M.A.R.T. has several of

these software files, and they are found in the sub directory addflles. Under this sub directory, there are two sub
directories, one for Windows 3.1 and one for Windows 95. This is necessary because the software technology is in
transition to Windows 95 (or Windows NT).

Figure 5-1: Files location hierarchy

6. DATABASES

6.1 SUPPORT DATABASE

S.M.A.R.T. requires the existence of some information at runtime. This information is stored in Ihe support
database (ACCESS format). This database is to be updated by the design user only. A list of the current tables in
this ¢lat¢_o l=, 9;yon I_l, low, followod by' =. docer;pt;on of e;t_h to.blo. Tlho oot;matod size of th_ ont;ro _l.Ul_l:>Ort

dalaoase is I megaoy_a.
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¢_ CrossFields 4> FieldsDef (> IndexTable _ InvCodes

¢, Messages _ Missions _ QueryFields _ QueryNames

¢> SFCTables _ Shops _ Users _ UserSession

WadTypes

Cro._sFields contains fields found within the SFC database that may appear in a file used by SMART. This
table basically renames each field in SFC, so that the new name can be used directly as labels for the statistical
package. These new names are more intuitive.

FfeldsDef enables the creation of ACCESS tables at run time, In some instances, S.M.A.R.T. may need to re-

arrange the results of a SQL query. This is achieved by playing around with temporary tables. Such temporary
tables nee<l to be created during run time. IndexTable holds the name and number of the support tables needed by
S.MA.R.T. to perform various operations. An important piece of information is that this table also records e, unique
number for each one of the tables. Messages contains the text of the messages displayed on the status bar of the
activity form, These messages are displayed as a spec_c request during an operation.

InvCode_ holds the list of invalid codes, Because there may be several types of codes used within S.M.A.R.T.,

this table has a field that distinguishes the various classes of codes. At the moment, type = 37 is the only one being
used, and it. is reserved for delay code.. A del W code may become invalid as the list of delays codes is
consolidated. The cleaning process of S.M.A.R.T. uses the dale stored in this table to decide whether the invalid
code is applicable to the tuples resulting from a SQL query. All records that have one of these codes are considered
rejected records, and they are saved in a separate file (extension "Ash').

Missions holds information pertinent to each flow. It includes information about stages, the STS Number, the
orbiter, and the dates for each of the stages. Most of the information in this table has been collected from the NASA

on-llne information. This table will be used to conduct correlation and trend analyses among flights of the same kind;
for instance, analyses among spacelab flights only or among TDRS flights only. In addition, orbiter and facility driven
correlation can be implemented using the information in this table. Also, this table includes a complexity factor

which will be determined by S,M.A.R.T, based on the number of wads processed. An analysis of the data regarding
the number of wad as well as the variety of wads should be used to establish a base-Jine for what will constitute an
=average level" of complexity

QueryName$ contains the references to the names of the standard queries. The queries are associated to the
entries in Queryl:ieid$ through a 1:many relationship. QueryFields contains the fields on each of the standard
query. It includes the name of the query, the type of the record and its position within a particular query. A standard
query is a query that is used repetitively. All queries needed to populate the historical database are standard
queries.

S/=GTallble_ contains the name of the SFG/DO r_lblea of intere¢l to S.M.A.R,T. This table also assigns an
arbitrary number to each table, This table is visited by S.M.A.R.T. whenever the user wishes to use the "general
records" capabilities of S.M.A.R.T. Shops contains the various codes for shops of interest. Users contains
information pertaining to each user of SMART. It includes the user's identification number, last name. first name.

type, password and the (:late of the user's last session. This table will be used along with the UserSession table to
gather statistics on of the users of SMART. These two tables are associated through a 1 :many relationship,

WadType$ holds the prefixes of some wad names and their corresponolng wed type. This talHe enables
S.M.A.R.T. to repair some of the records downloaded from SFC in case the records have no wad type. The prefixes
have Dean set by cross referencing the wad names ancl the wad types, and identifying the minimum set of common
characters that uniquely relates the prefix to a wad type. Table 6-4 gives a list of the rules that have been
implemented in S.M.A.R.T. as it pertains to repairing the wad type. Other rules have been formulated, but they have
not been implemented in S.M.A.R,T. (Table 6-3) because of knowledge not encapsulated in the wadname itself:
experiential knowledge from technicians,

6.2 HISTORICAL DATABASE

The historical database is the centerpiece of S.M.A.R.T. In it, one fincls summaries of the original SFC data.
This database does not have the original raw data for two main masons. First, the raw data does not need to be
duplicated, it is stored in ASCII files for reusability, and the size of it is very large. Second. most of the continuous
improvement models require statistical summaries rather than the orioinal set of data. This database is aJso in
ACCESS format. Updates to it are done automatically as the statistical user interacts with S.M.A.R.T. Appropriate
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data integrity protocols have been embedded in the Visual Basic routines to preserve the consistency and reliability
of the summaries. In the following paragraphs the actual contents of these tables is discussed in more details.

CleanStats ¢ Desc_Delay Ib Desc_Flow ¢> Desc_Flow2

¢> Desc_Wad _ Desc_Wad2 ¢, Oesc_Work ¢, Des'c_Work_Wad

'(1)
Table 6_: Rulesto repa#wadtypes - notimplemenled

i i ; .......

If wadname beg;nS with ECL and the last 5 characters in wadname have the forma.t "-###f AND the numeric
value of the last 4 characters in wadname is < 100, Then wadtype = DR

Example: ECL-#-##-0083 and ECL-_##-0067 type DR
ECL-e-_A0083 not type DR because of "A"not "-"

reason: the rule above looks "pretty goo¢l"for data Iha¢ is over a year and a half old. Tl_e last 4 digits of a DR used
to return to "0000" et the beglnnbg of eeCftflow, the PR did not do this. Therefore, a Dr would have a smaller
number than PR. But, nowadays, DR'=;and PR's number are pullea from a unique sequential list of numbers.

¢ommen_: need to run some more analysis on wad names and wad types to see ;f a differer_t pattern can be
founcL

(2) A rule to O;stingu¢=_0etween TPSA anclTPSB can not be formulatecl.

reason: there Is no way to oistinguisl_0etween TPSA and TPSB. The FRCS TPS numbers that are formatted like
FRC4-_'-:o_ have no relationship to a veh;cle. The "4" means the( it is FRC #4, and the "xx" means it is U'mt
flight number for the! particular FRCS. not for a. particular orbiter. A deferred TPS w_llalways have an "A"
preceding the last 3 digits in the wad name.

comments: run some analysis to see if a definite rule can be formulated for a TPS wad type. Ask Amanda if there

is any particularinterest in keeping TPSA and TPSB as two distinct wad types. ,....

Table 6-4: Rules to repair wad types - implemented

I. If wadr_e begins will_an STS number, Thegn wadtype =/PR
Example: 062,V.... ; 047v .....

2. If wadnaJ-nebegins with P_,Then wadtype = FtOMI
wlh_r(>:

IB={V1047, Vl171, V1264, V1269, V1270. V3570, V5057, V5067.
V5069. V9001, V9002, V9019, V9023, V9028. V9045 }

3. If wadname begins wi_ P AND the wadname does not have a "P in it, Then wadtype -- OMI
where:

P_={V1047, Vl171, V1264, V1269, V1270. V&$70, V5057, V5067,
v£.oGe, V9001, v90o2, vso19, v8023, V_)28, vg0_ }

4. If wadname begins with _I. Then waOfype = OMI
where:

]_= {V1007, V1008, V1009, V1010. V1011. V1015. V1017, V1019, V1022. V1026, V1032. V1037, V1041,
V1042, V104& V1052, V1053. V1058, V1062, V1065. V1076, V1078, V1082, V1086, V1091, V1093,
V1097, V1098. Vl10.5. Vll 13, Vt 134, Vl153, Vl158. Vl164. Vl165, Vl175, Vl176. V11"TT. Vl179,
V1180, V1181. V1196, V1200, V1215, V1223, V1224. V1226, V1230, V1238, V1Z40, V1262, V1263,
V1274, V1276, V1278, V1283. V1288. V1291. V1304_ V1321, V3675, V5005, V5006. V5OO8, VS011.
V5012. V5018, V5032, V5046, V5050, V5058, V5074. V5079. V5083, V5098, V5101, V5114, V5124,
V5129, V5138, V5139. V5144. V5147, V5148, V5151, V5158. V6005. V6012. V8018, V6029. V6049.
V6044, V60.54, V7253. V9048. V9046. V9021 }

5. If wadname begins with _ AND the 4zhcharacter In the wedname is a "-', Then wadrype = JC
where:

El = {V00, v02, v11, v30. v31, v'32, v33, v34, V'35. v37, V41, V42, v45, v60, V6.3, V66, V75, V76. ve0 }

E>=m._p_: _... tTpe ,_G
I V3570 .... not tyDeJC because of "7"not "."
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CleanSmts is the table in which the cleaning process stores statistics regarding the number of useful records
kept and the number of records rejected. Centeno and Mitskevlch (1994) established that many records type '31'
and '37' were done as trial records; hence, some of them were not logged off until months later or never logged off.

In some other instances, the records were not updated appropriately when converted from a type '31' record to a
type '37' record. Yet other records were entered accidentally, or were entered as "NOTES" or "REMARKS". Each
file extracted using a hisloric standard query is cleaned up and appropriate statistics are computed and stored, to be
able to track the data entry process. In the eady stages of SFC, the data entry process was erratic: however, as
SFC gained maturity, this process has reached reasonable steady state conditions. The information in this table will
help the user to keep an eye on any unusual behavior in the data entry process. It will also help establish the source
of the erratic behavior because it keeps information regarding the reasons why a record is rejected. This table
begins its collection with STS-51. The decision to begin with STS-51 is based on a flow having no more than 10% of
the original records rejected by the cleaning cdlerla.

De_c_Delay contains the summaries for delay records; specifically, it contains descriptive statistics per delay
category, per each segment in a flow. The values in this table are computed by STATMOST and transferred to
ACCESS via a Visual Basic procedure. The individual observations used in computing these summaries are the
actual entries found in SFC. A flow (j) is processed at n different clusters. At each cluster, a WAD may experience
any of the delays in the taxonomy. In fact, the same WAD may experience the same delay more than once. Every
time a WAD experiences a delay, an entry is posted against SFC. This entry is treated as a__nobservation when
computing the values that go into descriptive. The actual equations for each value are given below.

l_el Ol_v4= 4h delay duration for the/th delay code, in the kth cluster of the/th flow

m_ = total number of delay duration for the/th delay code, in the kth cluster of the #h flow

Then <_b_l"= DeZayEndTim_& Delay_dTim¢ - DelayStartDate& Oe_aySranTime

m_u

m,_.= cou,tt{d,_ Vi} ,nco_% = ,n_. msum_j= _ dt_J= m va%. = (srdv_.)2

m._um_
mavguo = mmax_ = max{da_. Vi} mmint_ =min{d_t_ Vi}

:nCO_nt zkg

n_,,,/

E (d,w - mavg_i) _ srd%.
/--I

stdvu# - mcvt_. =-
mcountLt j - 1 mavgt/q

t=,.,uo,=.z

kurtuosis aj rnuo.

Desc_flow is the table in which one finds descriptive statistics per delay category for the entire flow: thus, the
summaries in it are computed using all the files for each cluster in a flow. in other words, this operation requires the
opening of all the cleaned files for each and every cluster of a given flow. The individual observations used in

coml3uting these summaries are the same as those used to populate the descriptive table. The resulting
summaries confound (disregard) the differences that may exist among clusters; however, such difference needs to
be detected and not guessed. The information in this table will be compared to that of table de=re_flow2 in an
attempt to establish such difference. Per every flow/cluster combination, this table will have no records.

Let _ = _th delay duration for the/th delay code, in the kth cluster of the _h flow

Pn., v = Iotal number of dQlay duration for lho ,_h delay code. in the /<th _lucltov of the }tin flow
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ni -'- total number of clusters in the jth flow

Then dut¢ = DelayEndTime& DelayEndTime - DelayStarrDate& DelayStarfl'ime

n t

muq=count{d _ Vi} recount(i= _, mt_ mmax_i=raax{dta ! Vi Vk}
k=l

"""o = Z Z

m Juror,/

_vgo" = mcounto mminu = min(da_ Vi Vk} stdv0 = _=_i:Imcountq - 1

stdv 0 _ _

nlavgl_ k=li=l

n t mW

k=li=l

O_ flOW2 is the fable in which one finds _ descriptive statistics per delay category for the entire flow.
The contents of this table differed from those in Oe,st;_t'/ow in the sense that these summaries use as individual

observations the entries lound in the desc_clelay table, specifcally the average found in each entry (aa_).

Consequently, the average in this table is an average of averages, and the variance is measuring the dispersion o!
the average delay duration among the various clusters.

Let aaj = kth average delay durationfor the ,_ delay code, in the ./th flow

qo = total number of _ delay duration for the tthdelay code, in the jth flow < Number of clusters

Then

art# = mavS;_ qo = count{a_ Vk} mcounr2_t = q/j m max2_/= max{a_ Vk}

qo mSum 2O"

n,_um2 0 = _,=lallq. mavg2 O = mcount2tj mv_r2# = (_20.) _ mmin2t/-- min[da_. Vk)

qo"

recount20. - 1
racy20 =

stdv2q

mavg2_.

Degc_Wad is the table in which summaries of the descriptive statistics per delay category, per wad, per flow
are stored lor future analysis. There could be up to 183 delay categories per wad name. However, not all wads may
experience all of the delays. Desc..W_d2 is the table in which summaries of the descriptive statistics pet wad
name, per flow are stored. These summaries confound all delay categories per wad. Da_,c_Work is the table in
w_icl_summaries of the descriptive statistics on work duration, per wad per flow are stored. Dear_Work_Wad is the
table in which summaries of the descriptive statistics on work duration per wad type, per flow are stomcl.
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7. THE RECORD CLEANING AND ASSESSMENT PROCESS

S.M.A.R.T. requires that records extracted from the SFC database be free of any nuisance values, and that
they be complete as per the SQL/QMF query issued. Thus, each SFC record is inspected for completeness and for
unusual values. Previous assessment of the SFC database contents revealed that in the early implementation

stages, records were input as lnal records or by mistake. Furthermore, the application program did not collect all the
fields that are currently being collected. Consequently, many records have nuU values in one or more fields. To
overcome these problems, S.M.A.R.T. applies the cnterie given in Table 7-1 to each record, with the support of the
contents of the InvCode$. Completeness of the record ts checked by breaking down each record inlo its various
fieKts. The size of each field is read off from the downloaded tile, which has a line of da,st_s that separates the field
labels and the fields values. S.M.A.R.T. has the capability of counting these sehes of dashes and eslablishing the
size for each individual field as downloaded from SFC. Statistics on the number of invalid records are kept in the
historic database.

Criterion 1 and criterion 2 of the cleaning criteria for "WORK" records are only applicable when a grouping

operation (group by) was done through the SQL/QMF query. Criterion 1 for "DELAY" records includes a, null value
for the delay code. The criteria for GENERAL" records have been established using the same guidelines used for
"DELAY" records in criterion 2. It is also important to point out that, as of 6/25/97, S.M.A.R.T. does not know when a
code became invalid. As new codes become invalid, they shall be added through the ACCESS application
developed for this purpose; thus, the date will be automatically capture and fed to SM.A.R.T.

Table 7-1: Cleaning criteria for each type of record

m •  Jli! N If --I I
1. Time elapsed between technicians clocking out of the task is mote than 7 hours:
{max(sdate+sttme) - min(_ate+stime)) > 7 hOUrS

2. Tim.e elapsed between technicians clocldng in for the task is more _n 7 hours:
{max(aotcOate+actclime)-min(actcdale+actctime))>? hours

3. Worked time is lees than 10 minutes or negative: {me,x(sclate+stlme) I min(actcclatee_ctctime)) <0.15"/'
hours

4. Worked time is more than 60 days: {max(sdete+stime). min(actcda'te+actctlme)} > 1440 hour_

5, Record is a trial reCor0. Trial r_ords have a number as the first character and a "-" as the 2no character
of penn:

Example: 2-111692-5

6. The clock out _late is 2 or _ 0ays after me roUover/roll out/lift offdate:

I. Delay code is invaJi¢l: Examples: null, CO, blank space, SO, C24, ACT

2. Dek_y time is lessthan 5 m_nut_s: (scale+slime) - (actodate_actctime)} < 0.083 hours

3. Delay time is n_ore than 60 days: (addle÷slime). (accx_.te.,_-'tc_me)) > 1440 hours

4. The clock in date is afte_ the roll over/roll out/lift Off 0ate: (actcdate+actct_me)} > roll over/roll ou_ift off
date

S. The record ie a trial record: reoor0s

The current outputs of the record cleaning and assessmenl process am four files in a comma delimited, text
format. These files are stored in the cleandat sub directory, from where they are retrieved as needed, The first file

(suffix A,cln) Contains all the records that met the cleaning criteria. The second file (suffix B.cln) contains the same
records as the first file (suffix A.cln), except that some records have been modified. Those records thai have

WADTYPE = 'ROMI' and the WAD name has a suffix of the form "/A-ddmmyT-N (something that looks like a date)
have been modified. The modlflcatJon consists o! replacing such surfu( with "/R". This has been done to avoid the
problem encountere(J of one observation for a given wad just because it was Droces..'_ed _*tdiffe*'e_t times for dlffe,_ent
1lOWS. The lhirO tile (suffix C.cln) contains records that met the cleankng criteria and have WADS with a "V" as their
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initial character. The latter file is the only subset file generated during the record cleaning and assessment process.

Other subsets may be generated by using of the options in S,M.A.R.T. The fourth file (extension .TSH) contains the
original SFC records that did not meet the cleaning criteria, in one or more criterion. The first three files are comma
delimited, whereas the last one is written with two spaces between each field. Records in all of these files may have

one or more fields repaired.

The layout for the first three files (suffixes A, B and C) is the same il the type of recorcl is either "WORIC or
"DELAY'. The generic layout for these files is given in Figure 7-1. Notice that S,M.A.R.T. adds one or two ¢olumns,
namely the lime interval. For delay records, the interval is computed using equation (1), whereas for work records
the interval is computed using equations (2) and/or (3), The units of the time interval are days. S.M.A.R.T. has the
capability of iclenttfying whether tl'te necessary fields to compute the time intervals are pan of the downloaded data.
"WORK" records are liable to have up to two time intervals because grouping operations may be done on them. For
"DELAY" records, it does not make sense to perform any grouping operation; thus, this type of records will have only
on time interval. "GENERAL" records are treated in a similar fashion as to "WORK" records.

I LIne 1:
Line 2:

Line 3:

Dne m:

Figure 7-1: Layout of cleaned work or delay records

"RecType", Numl=ielcls,AddFielcls, STSNumb_, "Lcc,af_", #UBOata#, "Extraction Criterion"
LabelFieldl, LabetField2, LabelFlel03 ..... I._:)elFietdn, IntSrvall(,IntervaJ2_
ValueFleldl, ValueField2, VslueFiek:S3,... ,VaJueF3el_n, Vlluelntm'vall [,Valuelnter, rtd2]

ValueFlek:lt, VeJueField2, ValueFielct3 .... ValueFieldn, Valuelnterval[,Vsiuelnterval2]

..... '"t , •

Interval = DelayEndOate -¢ DetayEndTime - ( DelayStartOate + DelayStarrTone ) (1)

Max(Interval) -- Max£ndDate + MaxErtctTime - ( MinStartDale ÷ MinStarlTime ) (2)

Men(Interval) = MinEndDat¢ + MinEnd13rae - ( MaxStartDate + MaxStartTime) (3)

The meaning of the identifiers of the first line (Figure 7-1) is as follows:

[] Rec'/'ype is a string that can be either "DELAY" or "WORK', and it identifies whether the data set in the file
are delay or work records.

I_ NumFielris is an integer value that tells the number of fields included in the SQL query posted against SFC

(as given by the user dudng the cleaning process).

[] Add/#;elds is an integer value that tells the number of fields added by S.M.A.R.T. These fields wtll be either
1 or 2, namely the time intervals computed for the records.

STSNumberis an integer value that represents the number of the flight (e.g. 51, 76, 78),

[] Location is a three character string representing the cluster from which this data set originated. See
Section SFC/DC Data Clustering Philosophy for an explanation ol these codes.

#UBDate# is a date value that represents the ending date of operations for the stage or cluster;, the format
of this aatum is of a Vadant Type 7 (Date) in Visual Basic. The actual date value must be enclosed in "#"

E] E,x'b-_ction Criterion is a multi valued siring (all values separated by a blank space), which indicates the
size of the file wlth respect to the original file (all records or only a subset). It also indicates whether any
modifications where done on the records. For example, £des containing only those records where Wad
name has a "V" as its first character, and _e records where modified on the WAD field based on the wad
type being ROMI, would have the value "MOD! WAD WADTYPE RE)Mr SUBSET V'. Figure 7-2 provides
the genedc hierarchy to establish the value for this item, whereas Table 7-2 gives possible values for this
ilem.

The hierarchy in Figure 7-3 is a 6-level hierarchy. At each level, a sldng or null is added to the final value of
extraction criterion.

Ijvel 1 is the type ofrecor_ valid or rejected. This level adds nothing to the value of extraction criterion.

Level._......_2is the recora moclification: was any records modified on any of its fields? (TRASHED, MODI, or

................... 3_53484117 P_GE.'_[9 "
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NONMODI). The value of extraction criterion begins to form at this level,

Level 3 Is field modified: what field was modified, if any. For non modified records, this level adds a null

value (not a blank space).

O _ is the fieJd modification was based on. This level adds two strings: the field name and the field
value, For non modified records, this level adds a null value (not a blank space).

Le_ml 5 is the set s/ze (ALL or SUBSET).

:) Level 6 is the field record selection was based on. This level adds two strings: the field name and the field

value or field sub-string. For non modlfiecl records, this level adds a null value (not a blank space).

Table 7-2: Possible values for the item "extraction criteria"

talue Meanm(
NONMODI ALL: File has all mco_ _ met _e _g_r_. -5om----d_'_'-_"_y"Rr'v_ _3?_3'R_,_,

st_number or in its waolype, 10utnone of the fields in the record were modified. (Suffix A f'de)

MODI WAD WAITrYPE ROMI SUBSET WAD V: File has only It;dee records which had "V" as 1he first
character in the wad name and met the cleaning critena. Some fields may have been repaired.
Some records may have been modified on the WAD t'=eid_ the wad type was ROMI. (Surf'u<C)

MODI WAD WAD'rYPE _QMI SUBSET WAD A: File has only those records which had "A" as the first
c'naracter in the wad name and met the cleaning criteria. Some fields may have oeen repaJreO.
Some records may have been modified on _ WAD field if the wad type was ROMI.

MODI_WAD WADTYPE ROMI SUBSET WADTYPE dC: F'dehas o_ly those rocord8 which had "JC" as the
value for wad type and met the cleaning criteria. Some fields may have been repaired. Some
records may have been modified on the WAD f'_d ifthe wad type was ROMI.

.I_ODLWAD WADTYPJE P_OMI ALL: File has allre¢oKIs that met the cleaning criteria. Some fields may have
been repaire(I, Some tar.on:Is may have been modified on _e WAD field if the wad type was
ROMh (Suffix B file)

TRASHED: File has those records that did not meet the cleaning criteria. Some fields may have been
repaired. (Extension TSH f;Je)

I
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The second line in these files contains the labels of the fields included in each record. These labels are written
as per our cross-referencing of SFC fields. The field labels (names) are not enclosed in quotes, but instead are only
separated by commas, as is the rest of the infon'nalion in the file. Lines 3 to m contain the actual values of each
field. Notice that there are up Io two additional fields, namely the time intervals

In addition to assessing files for $.M.A.R.T., the framework has the capability of removing lhe primer codes for
any file extracted from SFC. These other flies are referred to as general records files. T..h.ereoordsJn_tbeJesu_Qq
file are noteYmminecl for completeness; however, the fields of these _e_c_o_r_tsare examinel:l to determine if a time
interval can t_ computed, If a data set is supposed to have the necessary fields to compute at least one time
interval, all records must have the values to cornpute it; otherwise, the record is rejected and placed in the trashed
records files. Another reason to place a general record in the trashed file is thai the resulting time interval comes out
tO be negative. In summary, for "GENERAL" records, only two files are created: cleaned records and rejected
records (See Figure 7-3). Notice that the difference between this layout and that of the WORK/DELAY records
layout is the absence of the origin information.

Uno 1:
L;ne2:

Linem:

Figure 7-3: Layout of cleaned general records

LabelFieldl,LabelField2,LabelField3..... LabelFieldn,Intsrvsll[,Interval2]
ValueFieldl, ValueField2,ValueField3..... ValueFieldn,Valuelntervall[,Valuelnterval2]

ValueFleldl, ValueFielct2,ValueFiek:t3..,, ValueFieldn, Valuelnterval

The layout of a mmcted records file is similar to those of a cleaned files, except that the second line of a cleaned
file becomes the third line in a rejected records file (Figure 7-4). Why?. because the second line in this type of file
now has the size of each field as determined during the cleaning process, it is very important to point out, that the
first field in a rejectect record is always the "reason" why a record was rejected. This field has been given a size of 4
by the designer. In the case of general records, the first line of the rejeczed records file (Figure 7-5) has a mod_ied
version of the origin information. Specifically, we have decided to keep some information "learned" while cleaning
the file (e.g. number of fields), so that the modelinq user would be able to use other S.M.A.R.T. capabilities to
review these rejected records.

Figure 7-4: Layout o! file for rejected work or delay records

I Llns1:
Line2:
Line3:

Line4:
Linem:

"RecType',NumFlelds.AddFlelds.STSNurnber,"Locatlon',#UBDaIe#. "Extraction Criterion"
4, sd.el, size2, slze3,......................... sizen
_'e_on', LabelFielcll,LabelField2,LabetField3..... LabelFiel0n
reasonValueFiel¢ll ValUeFielcl2 ValueFiel03... VslueFielOn

masonValueF;eldl valueField2 Va]ueFiela3.... VSlueFieldn
........... JJ_.... I

I l.ine 1:
Line2:
Line3:

Line4:
bne in:

Figure 7-S: Layout of file for rejected general r_c'ords

"GENERAL', NumFields., "", # ,t. "Trashed"
4, size1, size2, size3.......................... sizen
"reason',LabelFleldl,l.ab_lField2..LabelField3..... LabelF_eldn
reasonValueFieldl ValueField2 ValueField3... ValueFleldn

ValueFieldl, ValueField2,ValueField3.... ValueFielcln

All files, except the one of rejected records, are sorted in ascending order by wad name. This has been done to
facilitate some of the analysis functions which require sorted data. so instead ol having to son at each analysis point,
we sort only once: herel@. In summaw, the record cleaning and assessment process for files to be used by
S.M.A.R.T. consists of:

1. Clean File: Remove printer codes from file. The SFC file has al3out lg lines of printer codes and
each record also has about the first 18 coJumns being printer code.
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2. Assec, s u_fulness of record:

(a) Check the r_elds included in the SQL/QMF query to ensure that at least one time interval can be
computed.

(b) Repair fields as needed.

(c) Apply cleaning criteria to each record.

3. Generate fileG:

(a) Generate suffix A file and rejected records file.

(b) Sort suffix A file.

{c) Modify records as needed.

(d) Generate suffix B and suffix C files.

4. Update cleaning statistics in historic.mdb as appropriate.

5. Report results of cleaning process to user.

whereas for a general file, it consists of examining records to establish if a time interval can be computed, apply
cleaning criteria to each record, repair 5elds as needed, and generate files.

1. Clean File: Remove printer codes from file, The SFC file has about 19 lines of printer codes and

each record also has about the first 18 columns being printof code.

2. Assess usefulness of record:

(a) Check the fields included in the SQL query to check if at least one time interval can be computed.

(b) Repair fields as nee(led.

(c) Apply cleaning criteria to each record.

3. Generate files:

(a) Generate filenarne file and rejected records file.

(b) Sort filename file by wad name if wad name was part of the fields included in the SQL query.

4. Report results of cleaning and assessment process to user.

This procedure must be done for each duster once a flow is completed. Once the files are cleaned and
assessed, they need to be processeO through various of the statistical options of S.M.A.R.T. to populate the historic
database. Details on how to proceed in this regard are given in the section Populating the Historic Database.

8. A WEB SITE FOR SMART

we have designed a web site for this effort. Contents of this site are on secure site in A.R.I.S.E. Center's web
site. The appearance of the web s_te is so dynamic that atterr_ting to document it here is aJmost a "mission
impossible." The URL of the web site is htto://arise.ena.fiu.e._ulsmartweblsmart.htm

9. STATISTICAL TUTOR

One of the every day challenges that engineers face is to handle raw data for decision making. Thece data

must be convened and reduced to meaningful indicators by using statistical and graphical tools. U_ortunately,
engineers are not lraclltlonally trained in probability and statistics, except for those who studied IndustriaJ

Engineering. This situation is no different at K.S.C.; thus, as part of S.MA.R.T. we have designed and developed a
ToolBook modute that will help engineers to gain competence in probability and stzLtistical analysis.

The main objective of this tutorial is to provide a comprehensive review of statistical concepts in several
fashions:

1. Conceptuar. The tutorials will enable the navigation ?ram one concept Io the other In the same sense as a
human tutor would guide a student in the classroom.
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2. Problem Solving. The tutorial will enable the end user to iden6_ a specific set ot techniques that could be

used to solve a specific problem.

3. Testing:. The tutorial will enable the end user to test his or her knowledge by solving a vadety of exercises.

Consequently, the tutorial works in several modes: a) serf instruction, b) interactive, and c) serf testing. Under
the Self ins'tructional mocle, the user navigates through dmerent concepts and is allowed to select topics of
interests for his/her review. The review is done by reading the concepts associated with the topic, or by observing

an example of an application (real llfe problem) and how the concept is applied through solving a ,sample problem.
Under the Interactive mode, the user interacts with the tutorial by providing information aDout the problem at hand

and the type of data available. The tutorial reacts to the inputs of the user and request appropriate additional
information. Under the Serf Test mode the user has the choice to test how much s/he I_ows about a series of

concepts. Usually the user would have first gone through the self instructional steps, either conceptuagy or through
a sample, and then s/he would use this mode to check out how useful the session was by taking a test that covers
the information just reviewed. The tutorial selects at random different samples from a database atld uses them for

the user to "examine" his/her knowledge. The tutorial provides feedback to the user as s/he progresses in the test
by correcting mistakes made by the user, and providing an explanation for the right answer. At every stage of the
testing routine, the user has the choice to return to the portion of the tutorial that covers the topic being tested on
and be able to brush up on some concepts. To facilitate the documentation effort, we have baptizeO the tutonal with

the name C.P.T. (Concepts, Problems, Tesls).

C.P.T. offers several benefits over a regular textbook, besides those offeedr by the media employed (favoring
quick access to information and quick review), include the advantages associated w_h the self test feature. Also, the
medium in which the tutorial is being developed facilitates for examples to be renewed over dine without changing
the program code. Examples can be simply added or deleted from an examples database. Another benefit is the
interactive facility of the program, which allows the user to receive feedback on performance as he/she is performing.
This can potentially increase user retention; thus, providing a proactive approach to learning. The contents of the
tutorial are documented in the full report.

IO.THE S,M,A.R,T. PROTOTYPE

Once S.M.A.R.T. is installed, there shall be a group called SMART in your computer desldop, and inside it there
will be an icon that resembles the space shuttle. Double click on the latter, and S.M.A.R.T. will ask you to enter your
assigned user name and password. If S.M.A.R.T. is able to establish that you are authorized to use it, the it will be
up and running.

If S.M.A.R.T. determines that you are not an authonzed user, it will display an appropriate message, and it will
go back to ask you for the user name and the password again. There is no limit to the number of times a user can
entered an unauthorized user name / password.

The prototTpe is documents0 in the full report. For the purposes of this report, several ¢apabilil_es have been
implemented in the prototype. These capabilities include:

qb aSsessing a wo01_ records file,

¢, assessing a delay records file,

¢, assessing a general records file.

¢, opening a single cluster for analysis,

6 closing opened clusters,

reviewing the origin information of a clean f'de,

¢> creating a new subset of a clean file,

merging several dean files, and

t> updating the support database.
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11, OVERALL PROJECT STATUS

This project was officially extended by one year at no cost. Several factors contributed to delay the progress of
the report including changing the NASA liaison several times, students leaving the program of studies, and health
related problems. However, significant progress was made. To this date, although the project has been officially
¢1¢¢,ed,we are still making improvements to the prototype. Two rooster's theeee are being completed using the
results of this effort. Several articles have been written, pul_lishe0 and presented. Depending on the results of lhe
two theses being completed by the end of summer 1999, other venues of inquiry shall be explored.

The full documentation of the effort is three binders. As enhancements are made to the prototype, the
documentation is ulxlaled. The lalest version is always maintainecl on a restricted web site.
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